From A Successful, Australian Rock Singer
To Global, Transformational Teacher
Interview The Creator Of The World-Renowned
Affirmation Power Transformational Music

Michele Blood
Transformational Leader
Michele has toured the world
transforming lives by many
thousands. She has been featured
in Marie Claire and hundreds of
major magazines, podcasts, radio,
and TV shows globally.

Michele had a great career as a rock singer in Australia, and then on one
fateful night, she was in a horrific road accident. She was in the hospital for
months and months and after many long operations, Michele discovered
something that transformed her consciousness and healed her body. This
had never been done before. Her interviews are entertaining, uplifting, and
life-changing.

Story Ideas
1. Run Your Business Like a Successful Rock Band - Every entrepreneur
can become a great success when they learn how to run their business as if it is
a successful rock band.

2. The Power & Magic of Affirmations Set to Music To Uplift –
Michele's life-changing discovery affects both hemispheres of the brain so that
the new, positive thoughts enter directly into the subconscious mind.

3. Three Biggest Misconceptions People Make About Meditation –
1. That you have to be spiritually inclined to meditate.
2. That Guided visualization is meditation. It is not.
3. That it’s boring.

4. What Is Enlightenment and How Can One Awaken – After many
years of deep study, training, and meditating with Enlightened Teachers,
Michele speaks about the miracle of her own awakening and how others can
also awaken. You do not have to be in the spiritual boys' club to become
awakened.

Jack Canfield from SuccessTV says,
"Michele Blood's energy is incredible. She is a
walking billboard for what she teaches, a high
vibration being. I thank her for the work she is
doing in the world. I love it.”

Brian Tracy says, "You will notice an
immediate change in the way that you think
and feel. It activates your reticular cortex. You
begin to see possibilities that you hadn't seen
before.”
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5. Have You Slipped Into Something More Comfortable Like A
Coma? YOU CAN STOP Sleepwalking Through Life Now and Have
a New Beginning – It's time to learn how to travel at the speed of
fabulosity. Too many people simply don’t know what they want and so never
set their sights on doing something fulfilling.

6. How To Know When It's Time To Come Out Of The Spiritual
Closet – Afraid To Let Your Friends and Loved Ones Know You Are Living A
Life Of Meditation and A Love Of The Divine Experience?

7. How To Stop Being a Blamer and Complainer – Michele will give
your audience techniques that quickly change the paradigm of one’s emotions
and thoughts from low to the positive.

8. The Greatest Blessing of My Life Was a Horrific Road Accident.

As Seen On…

And Many Others

Media Reviews
Dottie Walters from Speakers Magazine says,
The information Michele gave to our readers was
remarkable. Her experience as a Speaker and Singer
throughout her life is truly amazing. She shared how to
handle any audience with confidence, passion, and
purpose. Michele's energy is limitless. Also, her
products are worth more than all the cups of coffee in
the world.

Cindy Lybbert from the Healing the Wounds
Summit says, I could listen to Michele talk every day,
all day :) She certainly had her trials of wounds and
amazingly healed them through music and affirmation.
WOW! What a walking, living testimonial she is! I love
her, her presence, her music and products, the time
she takes to helping others all over the world, ...and
mostly her spirit, prayers, work, smile, everything,
...what a beautiful sister. I love her work, she has
changed my life and I feel blessed having her in my life.
I would encourage everyone to check her website out
and the wonderful products she has to offer. Best of all
are her live zoom calls, fabulous connecting with her
and seeing people all over the world come into a room
of such high vibration and love. Blessings to you
Michele and all you do, you are a great example to me.

Allison Jackson from the Fit To Lead podcast
says, Michele was a guest on my Fit to Lead podcast a
few months ago and I thoroughly enjoyed my
interview with her. She is so passionate and full of
good energy! It made our conversation so engaging
and free flowing. You can immediately tell that
Michele is such a caring and giving person. She was a
pure delight to feature on my show and I'd welcome
the opportunity to collaborate with her again in the
future.

Sharón Lynn Wyeth from the Know the Name;
Know the Answers podcast says, Michele is an

Tianna Roser from the Beyond The Illusion
podcast says, Michelle has an incredible, radiant

awesome guest and one that viewers requested for us
to have back again and again. She is both
knowledgeable and entertaining and the conversation
flows easily. Do you want an exciting and informative
show? Have Michele join you!

energy. I felt my spiritual energy activate just through
our conversation. Her positivity and sincerity shine
through her words. Our discussion flowed so naturally,
as if we could talk for hours and still have more to say.
She’s a fantastic podcast guest.

Lauren Foster from the How To Choose
Happiness and Freedom podcast says, I had so

Shane and Jason Baller from the Sprinkled with
Hope podcast says, We loved our podcast interview

much fun having Michele on my podcast! She's such a
bright light and her story is so inspiring. I loved sharing
her message about the power of affirmations with my
audience.

with you. The affirmations you shared with us, your
experiences, energy, and passion, we loved it all. Keep
up the great work.

John Racine from The Total Freedom Podcast
says, I had the distinct honor of having Michele on my
Total Freedom Podcast and her appearance was
beyond my expectations. She was captivating,
inquisitive and incredibly inspiring which is reflective of
what I was looking for on my podcast. Making an
impression would undersell what she provided to my
audience and impacted positively not just my
audience, but also myself as a podcast host.

Gloria Grace Rand from the Live. Love. Engage.
Podcast says, Michele is a true professional, talented
speaker and singer, and terrific podcast guest. She
made my job as an interviewer easy because she was
engaging, enthusiastic, and educational. She gave our
listeners actionable tips, and she has a wonderful
sense of humor too. I would invite her back on my
show anytime.

Brad Gudim from the Synergy Café podcast
says, My interview with Michele was one of my

Jamie Molnar from the Be Your Best Self
podcast says, It was an absolute joy having Michele

favorites. She is a delight, and her energy is
wonderfully contagious. (In a beautiful way.)

on my podcast. She was professional, full of energy
and light, and provided so much quality information
for my audience. I am so glad to be connected with her
and would highly recommend her for your podcast
too!

Tamara Pflug from the Get Confident, Get
Happy podcast says, Michele was on the Get

Walt Thiessen from the Your Daily Dose of
Happy podcast says, We had Michele on the LOA
Today podcast back in August 2021, and it was a
wonderful visit. She is such a happy, high vibe person
to interview, and her story of being hospitalized after a
terrible accident and turning it into her unexpected
discovery of the power of affirmations when produced
in song form is quite inspiring. To make matters even
more fun, I got an email from her today exactly one
day after I mentioned her during yesterday's recording
of another episode of my podcast. Who says the Law
of Attraction is a bunch of woo-woo nonsense? Not
me, that's for sure!

Confident, Get Happy Podcast to talk about how using
affirmations can boost your self-confidence. We had so
much fun. Michele has such a unique and warm
personality! Just listening to her and being around her
will have a huge impact on your lives!

Lee from the Sudden I Impact podcast says,
Michele Blood was a guest on my now worldrenowned radio show The Sudden-I-Impact Show that
reaches an estimated 300,000 listeners per month via
live shows, replays, and downloads. The vision,
mission, and purpose of the show is to encourage
everyday people to tap into their latent resources
dormant within them and having Michele Blood on
was ideal because she shared her story of struggle and
great triumph and shared some of her uncanny gifts of
singing and speaking experiential knowledge and
uncanny wisdom filling the audiences' cups into
overflow!

Brian Tracy, A World Authority On SelfDevelopment says, My experience with Michele’s
material is that it works almost instantly. You will
notice an immediate change in the way that you think
and feel. You will notice an immediate change in the
way you act, and react, and respond. It activates your
reticular cortex. You begin to see possibilities that you
hadn’t seen before, and you may even see results
within twenty-four hours. Many people do. Well, what
she’s done is she’s been able to infuse the most
important messages of success together with music.
She’s been able to infuse them with music so that they
actively go in and affect the subconscious mind and
bring about permanent behavior change. And that’s
the critical thing in success and achievement.

Bob Proctor, Author of “You Were Born Rich”,
Teacher from “The Secret” says, Michele Blood is
truly a special person. For over three decades, I have
made serious study of the mind and how to live a full
and balanced life. I have taught tens of thousands of
people around the world how to properly utilize their
God-given potential, and then along came Michele
Blood. She had a very positive impact on my life, for
which I am truly grateful! She made me aware of
unique methods for realizing more power by
effectively combining affirmations and music. Invest in
her entire library and let this petite powerhouse show
you a fast and effective way to enjoy more of life’s rich
rewards. I enthusiastically introduce Michele Blood
and her wonderful work to every audience. Order her
material today! Share Michele and MusiVation™
discovery with your world; they will thank you with
sincere gratitude.

Jack Canfield, Author of the world-famous
“Chicken Soup For The Soul” book series says,
Michele Blood’s energy is incredible. She is a walking
billboard for what she teaches, a high vibration being. I
thank her for the work she is doing in the world. I love
it, and she’s right about the two hemispheres of the
brain working together through her Affirmation Power
Music Songs. Everything moving in harmony. Beautiful.

